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35 KILLED IN SAVAGE TORNADO MONDAY
Murray Higg Rallies To Win
(ha South Christian 5 - 3
Murray High produced a last
ditch rally to overcome stubborn
South Christian 5-3 last night
to advance to the second round
of the Region one baseball playoffs.
The Tigers on the brink of
dillster, came to life in the
final tram when a Purple Sox
Infielder bobbled a slow roller,
permitting Roy Smith to reach
first. Dan Pugh, who pitched
a masterpiece, singled and when
Major Vier let the ball get by,
Smith scored from first tieing
the game at 3-3. Pugh took
third on an infield out by Dave
Buchanan and scored the cincher
on a Dan Roberts. single. They
adligsrl the insurance run when
Jerry Buchanan singled to tally
Roberts.
The Purple Sox had scored
in the bottom of the sixth to

New Rules Are
tinderway By
Union Leaders
By MAUREEN GOTHLIN
Correspondent
United Press Staff
WASHINGTON V —AFL-CIO
leaders today appeared ready to
lag, down new rules to safeguard
Ilion funds against the abuses
cgarged up against Teamster
President Dave Beck.
The leaders also considered
rules to "guarantee democratic
procedures" in unions to protect
them against corrupt officers.
The AFL-CIO's 25 - member
Executive Council turned to the
rules and other anti-corruption
Projects after tossing out Beck
as an AFL-CIO vice president
31111nday.
A top item on the council's expected agenda was whether to
suspend three small international
unions accused — like the giant
Teamsters Union — of domination by corrupt influences.
The three unions—the Laundry
Workers. Distillery Workers and
Allied Industrial Workers—were
involved in alleged welfare fund
abuses uncovered by a Senate
in 1954-55. The three
unions with their total 170,000
worker membership were warned last February to throw out
officers involved in the abuses
or face ouster from the AFLCIO.
The council's action against
Beck was just one of a series of
developments that made life boqk
grim for the chubby labor boss:
ii—The AFL-CIO action w a s
tilipected to give a push to reported efforts by Teamsters leaders to shove Beck out of the
Teamster presidency.
—Chairman John L. McClellan
of the Senate Rackets Committee
said he believes Beck "has committed many criminal offenses."
McClellan's committee still has
Beck under subpena.
—Superior Judge Lloyd W.
Siorett told a grand jury at
geattle, Wash., that it Is up to
it to ascertain whether Beck
"borrowed or stole" more than
4300.000 in union funds.
—Beck is scheduled to appear
before a federal grand jury June
4 it %Noma, Wash., on a charge
of I MOW tax evasion.

arnmittee

break a brilliant mound duel
between Pugh and Bill Waldrop,
when Mike Adams singled to
score Vier. The visitors notched
their other runs in the first
inning. Bill Barr reached first
on an error by Jerry Buchanan
and scored on a double by Vier.
A wild pitch by Pugh resulted
in Vier's scoring.
The Tigers scored single runs
in the third and fourth innings.
'Roberts singled in Pugh for
the initial tally a n d Nelson
Shroat used some fancy base
running to cross the plate on
an infield out by Glyn Brewer.
Pugh, in one of his best
performances, struck out 13
Christian batters, and at one
point had a string of six whiffs.
He yielded only 5 hits in picking
up his seventh win in as many
starts.
Roberts was the big stick man
for Murray with 3 'hits and
2 runs batted across Shroat collected two hits and stole two
bases.
Vier paced the losers with
two doubles. The dejected Sox
loaded on their bus and headed
home within five minutes of
the game's end, not bothering
to change clothes.
The Tigers face Crittenden
County tonight at 7:30.
M u rray High
AB R H
3 0 0
D. Buchanan 2b
4 1 3
Roberti r!
1
0
J. Buchanan es "t*
3 1 2
Shroat cf
4 0 0
G. Brewer If
4 0 0
J. Brewer 3b
3 0 1
Stout lb
3 1 1
Smith c
1 2 1
Pugh p
28 5 9
Totals
South Christian
AB R H
2 1 0
Barr ss
3 0 0
Morris 2b
3 2 2
Vier cf
3 0 1
Dixon lb
3 0 1
Adams rf
3 0 1
Hancock If
.2 00
Mohon 2b
3 0 0
Waldrop p
2 0 0
Robertson c
24 3 5
Totals
Snmmary: E — J. Buchanan,
Smith, Robertson, Vier. RBI —
Vier, Adams, Roberts 2. Brewer,
J. Buchanan. 2B — Vier 2, Hancock. SB — Shroat 2, Roberts.
BB — Waldrop 5, SO — Pugh
13, Waldrop 7. U — Lawson,
Giordano. Buzz. Att. — 400.

Wheat Growers To
Hold Referendum
On Market Quota
County wheat growers will
decide in a referendum June
'a0 whether wheat marketing
quotas will be in effect next
year, an official at the ASC
said yesterday.
If quotas are approved, all
farmers in commercial wheat
states with more than 15 acres
of wheat will be subject to
quotas: any excess wheat will
be subject to quota penalties
and price support at a national
average of $1.78 a bushel will
be available to producers who
do not exceed their farm acreage
allotments.

If quotas are not approved,
there will be no quotas or quota
penalties; acreage allotments will
remain in effect and price support will be available at 50
per cent of parity for producers
who comply with their farm
wheat allotments.
All persons are eligibble to
vote who will share in the 1958
wheat crop from a farm in the
Sy UNITED PRESS
commercial wheat area on which
Seuthwest Kentucky
Partly the wheat acreage to be harvestcloudy :-.1c1 warmer with scatter- ed exceeds 15 acres
ed thunderstorms this afternoon
and tonight. High today in mid
MEETING WEDNESDAY
80s, low tonight mid 60s. Wedidesday partly cloudy and mild
itith chance of showers.
A meeting for the purpose of
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures. organizing a Sea Scout Ship will
Covington 57, Louisville 57, Pa- be held at the American Legion
ducah 64, Bowling Green 57, Hall Wednesday night at 7:00.
'Lexington 58, London 55 and
All boys over 14 are eligible
Hopkinsville 61.
to become members of the Sea
Evansville, Ind., 58.
Scout Ship.

r-1Veather
Report

Mrs. Lowery

Major Oil Companies Unfair To tanZeal.T.4na

Winner In

Farmers, Local Farm Bureau -

To

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio 1/1 —Six
surgeons at North Side Hospital
will operate Thursday to separate the joined twins, James Edward. and John Nelson Freeman.
weighingBoth babies, now
14 es pounds, were joined at the
abdomen at birth on April 27.
They are sons of Mr. and Mrs.
William Freeman, Youngstown.
Doctors reported that the twins
were "progressing as well as an
average baby." and that they
have gained eight ounces since
birth.
Dr. R. W. Rummell, medical
director of the Youngstown Hospital Association, said results of
X-rayx indicated that the operation can be performed successfully,. barring complications.
The surgeons will work in
teams of three each. They will
be assisted by two anesthetists,
two pediatricians and the obstetrician who delivered them, plus
nurses.

Kansas City Worst Hit As New
Subdivision Smashed By Wind

By WARD COLWELL
that farmers are paying more
United Press Staff Correspondent
and more for production costs
KANSAS CITY, Mo. IS —A
and receiving less and less for
savage tornado,. the . worst of the
their products. He appealed to
years, roared out of Kansas and
the oil companies to give farmers
into two suburban Kansas City
the same break that other users
subdivisions Monday nigh t,
were enjoying. Ellis asked the
spreading death and destruction.
companies to re-instate 'their
The twister left at least 35
policy of a quarter century in
dead, many of them still unidenaiding t h e farmer with low
tified today, and 230 injured.
gasoline prices to help curb the
Martial law was declared and
rising cost of producing crops.
soldiers patrolled the ravaged
John Kesel, executive secretary
areas, looking for more bodies.
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Police said that with the great
Federation has assured the:counamount ef destruction, there
ties invoked that the state orgaauld
be "many more" bodies
anization is fully in accord with
still in the wreckage.
the stand taken by the Calloway
The tornado cut a 75-mile
group. District meetings are being
swath across Kansas, killing six
held.._ .throughout the gate to
in that state, before it hopped
try to work out the problem
,over the state line and boiled
with the ii companies involved.
Into Hickman Mills and Ruskin
Many farmers have charged that
Heights, two adjoining subdivithe oil companies are not acting
sions just south and east of
service
the
of
interest
the
in
Kansas City. The death toll in
station operators, but are merely
those areas was 28. Another man
the
best
and
meet
trying to
died at Martin City, a small
competitipn being put up by
town south and west of Kansas
dealers.
independent oil
City on the Kansas border.
By
UNITED
PRESS
Bureau
Farm
The Calloway
Issue New Warnings
The Weather Bureau at Louiscontacted the Shell Company,
Heavy equipment moved in
Standard Oil, Texaco, Ashland, ville today issued a severe thuntoday to clear the wreckage of
Gulf arid Cities Service oil comp- derstorm and hail warning for an almost
new shopping center,
extreme western Kentucky.
anies.
It forecast scattered severe high school and church that were
I1Pru nder;iorms
,
with
hail and demolished at Ruskin Heights.
: the Weather
locally gusty surface winds of 60 In the meantime,
miles per hour during a period Bureau issued new- warnings of
from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m., c.s.t today,. possible tornadoes for extrimie
The area covered by the warning southeast Missouri and northNEW YORK En —A mother Is the portion of Kentucky west eastern Arisen's&
Vie
116s by fez° the
bear's cencern for her two cabs of the Tennessee River in the
worst of many the have plagued
whose juvenile curiosity led them western section of the state.
The storm front is 60 miles the Midwest and Southwest this
on a short-lived exploration of
civilization proved fatal Monday. either ,side of a line from Ft. year. A tornado that ripped Dallas, Tex., on April 2 Killed 10
The two 25 - pound Canadian Smith, Ark, to Paduca/s
and caused'considerable less
black bear cubs somehow manproperty damage. Another teraged to squeeze through the bars
nado killed 19 persons last Wedof their cage at the Prospect
nesday at Silverton, Tex.
Park Zoo in Brooklyn late in
United
Press
photographer
the afternoon. A patrolman saw
Jerry McNeill of Dallas, who
one of the runaway balls of fur
witnessed
the tornado there and
outside the,cage and the other
- --flew here Monday night to phoperched on a fence. He summonRENO.
Nev.
an
—
Two
Mill- tograph the one here, said the
ed reinforcements.
Eight policemen, using a Wm brae, Calif.. couples — who ex- Dallas tornado "was merely a
changed
partners,
families and baby compared to this."
and a long pole, corraled the
"The Dallas tornado skipped
truants and returned them to homes in a hectic race from
one
Nevada
court house to an- through sparsely populated
their quarters.
other
—
were honeymooning to- areas". McNeil said. "This one
In her anxiety to reach her
was more thorough. And while
four-month-old offspring, t h e day in seclusion.
When Dr Frank E. Schwartz, the path was only five miles
mother, a. 300-pound creature,
tried to climb down the steep 38-year old eye specialist, re- long, this tornado caused much
sides of a moat in the cage After turns to Millbrae with his new more destruction."
several efforts, she collapsed and bride, Betty, 35, he will take ,
Homes Destroyed
over the responsibilities of her
died of a heart attack.
Police and Red Cross officials
home and her four children.
Betty's former husband, J. Mar- estimated 500 homes destroyed.
tin Brooks, 35-year old owner, Families were separated and efof a prosperous garden supply ' forts were being made to set up
an emergency clearance headfirm, will return home as the
quarters to find the missing —
husband of the former Mrs
and to unita-lanillies.
Betty Jean Schwartz. 33, and
Funeral services were held
Fears that many persons were
the provider -of her two 'chilMay 15, for Elvin B Carraway,
trapped when the new brick
dren.
age 45, who passed away May
church
collapsed
The couples were close friends Presbyterian
14.
were dispelled by Harry Brenner,
for more than two years after
He was the son of Mrs. Johnnie
an elder of the church, who said
becoming
acquainted
through
Carraway of Murray Route 3
a group of about 60 persons hudchurch, PTA and Cub Scout
Mr
late
and the
„Carraway.
dled in the basement—and were
activities Schwartz said the
He was manager of a Birmsaved whe,p.frthe floor kept the
in
somewas
switch
affections
'ingham finance company. He
falling
ricks from -crushing
thing that "just gradually evolvws rmember of the Woodlawn
them
ed," and they came to a mutual
Church of Christ in -Birmingham
One man, Harry -Woodling. 34.
agreement on the exchange last
and a member of Crestline Mcsaid he and his wife and three
Christmas.
Elwain Civitan Club,children attempted to reach the
Mrs. Schwartz and Mrs. Brooks,
Survivors include his widow,
church as the storm hit "Ine we
friends.
the
personal
of
'best
one daughter. Ann Bradley Carwere too late."
shared living quarters at a Reno.
raway and mother, Mrs. Palace
Children Disappear
during the sixapartment
motel
Carraway, RFD 3.
"We were about 50 yards from
weeks' residency period required
the building when the wind hit,"
for divorce.
Woodling said. "Our car took off
Monday the residency period
into the sky and I was, thrown
was over.
The Schwartz couple were married July 28. 1944. in New
Kensington. Pa. Their children
are Michael. 7. and Lori. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks were
married in Detroit on March 11.
Joe Pat Anderson of 500 N
1946, and are the parents of
Gregory, 10; Peter, 8; John, 5, 8th Street. Murray has been
elected to membership in Alpha
and Meriwether, 10 months.
Omega, national honorary medical
Society at the University of
Tennessee College of Medicine
in Memphis. Members are elected
on a scholarship basis from the
upper 10 per cent of the eighth,
EAGLE BUTTE, S. D. — ET — ninth, 10th and. 11th quarters.
This village of 400 expects to become South Dakota's fastestgrowing town in a few months_
town has been chosen for
the site o fthe Cheyenne River
reservation agency which is being
Charlie Lassiter, candidate for
moved because its present site
on the banks of the Missouri Representative, will speak on the
River will be inundated when the court house square on Saturday
,Oahe Dam near Pierre is closed. at 3:00 p.m.
School bus unlashed upside down, ripped-apart roof and bed springs crumpled together.
The public has been invited to
The agerfcy also is expected to
19 KILLED and some 70 injured is the toll counted in Silverton, Tex., tornado havoc. This series of
International Bound photo)
swell the town's population to hear Mr. Lassiter speak in the
tornadoes followed flooding rains.
interest of his candidacy.
about 1,200.

The Calloway County Farm
Bureau today charged that the
major oil companies are discriminating against form gasoline
users in about 40 counties of
Kentucky. Holmes Ellis, president
of the Bureau, made the charges
after lengthy correspondence with
six of the major oil companies
that operate in the 40 county
area.
In letters to the companies,
Ellis pointed out that service
stations had received a 2 cent
discount on wholesale deliveries,
whereas farmers who have been
paying the same price for quantity purchases of gas, had not
benefited from the cut in wholesale prices. He said that local
distributors had not benefited
from the cut, but in some cases
jobbers had to absorb part of
the cut in price.
In reply to his letter to the
Standard Oil Company, division
manager C. B..- Compton, said
Mrs. C. S. Lowery,,,
the situation was. a temporary
it was ,not a
Lillian Lowery (Mrs. C. S.) one.., and that
term policy of
long
standard
of the Murray Training School
but was put in
faculty, is first prize winner in the company,
extreme competioffset
to
effect
the 1957 poetry contest sponsorarea, and to assure
the
in
tion
ed by the Kentucky Federation
profit,
of Women's Clubs. Announce- dealers a fair
Ellis pointed out that the
ment of the winners was made.
are the counties
at a awards luncheon climaxing counties affected
having the largest
the State Federation meeting in of Kentucky
tillable acreage
Louisville, May 17. First prize percentage of
producers of one
award, five dollars, was present- the largest
further said that the
ed to Mrs. J. I. Hosick, Murray crops. He
policy, if temporary,
Womases,Club president, to arias fmnearary
the time of largest
to Mrs. Lowery, who was unable comes at
durgas consumption by farmers,
to attend the meeting.
spring planting season.
The prize - winning poem. ing the
relief, in time to
"Blossom Viewing", is one in- He urged
farmers.
cluded in the book of poems benefit these
Ellis stated to the oil companies
published by Mrs. Lowery while
in Japan as a Fulbright teacher
in 1955.
Other poems by Lillian Lowery
have been published in T h e
North America Book of Verse
and in a Department of Education bulletin (Kentucky) titled
"Thoughts Have Wings", edited
By R. L. COOPER
by Miss Ruble Smith, Murray
Summertime is drawing nearer
State College
and along with its
In 1946 Mrs. Lowery's poem, each day
comes one dark thought
pleasures
"Peace", wen fourth place in the
Polio Season. Have you parents
State Federation contest.
yourselves and your
Mrs. Lowery is a member of protected
against the iron lung,
the Alpha department of Murray family
braces" Everyone
Woman's Club, a member of crutches, and
years of age is partiDelta Kappa Gamma. and Kap- up to 40
susceptible to polio. Polio
pa Delta Pi. as well as other cularly
vaccine is available now. Conprofessional organizations.
physician before
For the past six years she has tact your family
Remember that polio
been an active member of the its to late.
prevented if you are
Summer Theatre group at Ken- can be
tucky Dam state park and has properly immunized.
The polio vaccine that is now
also done major roles with the
being provided free by the FedMSC Theatre.
eral Government will be discontinued June 30 this year. It
can only be used on children
through 19 years of age. Your
family physician has vaccine to
McGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE. use on the 20-40 age group in
N. J. ra% —A jet fighter piloted addition to the free vaccine to
by a Korean War ace dashed use on the 1-19 age group.
The Calloway County Health
non atop from New Jersey to
Paris today in less than seven Department records show that
hours, a spokesman at McGuire 47% of the 1 through 19 age
Air Force Base reported. Th. group, which is eligible for free
Ft0OF Reaper Sabre Jet, piloted vaccine, have had one shot. Parby Maj. Robinson Blume,. landed ents are urged to give this matat Le Bourget Field, Paris, at ter their serious consideration.
about 2:13 p.m. E.D.T. the spokes' Don't wait until polio strikes.
Be Wise. Immunize,
m•r1 said.

Poetry Contest

Storm Warning

Concern Too guch
For Mother Bear

Couples Who
Exchange Partners
Now An Honeymoon

Get Polio

Shot Now

Services Held For
Elvin B. Garraway

Bulletin

SPLINTERS AND STICKS IN TORNADO WASTELAND

Joe Pat Anderson
In Medical Society

S. D. Village To
Grow "Fastest"

The

Charlie Lassiter
To Speak Saturday

to the ground. The children disappeared but my wife was only
about 2,5, yards away when it
was all over."_
Woodling was taken to a hospital, where many of the wounded waited in lige for treatment.
In addition to those killed in
the two suburban areas here and
at Martin City, four members of
one family were killed at Spring
Hill, Kan., and two at Ottawa,
Kan.
The twister rumbled into Ruskin Heights at a time when many
suburbanites were shopping.
frantically
Children
darted
through the rubble to search for
relatives while the dust was still
hanging over the area. Rescue
workers
were
by
hampered
sightseers who rushed to the
scene.
Formed At Ottawa
The tornado formed at Ottawa,
where Mr. and Mrs. James Marsh
were killed when the twister
crushed their farm home: It .also
destroyed a drive-in theater, a
motel and a cafe at Ottawa.
The storm then smashed across
Johnson County killing
Mrs.
Barbara Davis, 51, her t w o
daughters and her father, near
Spring Hill.
It dipped once more at Martin
City„ just over the state line in
Missouri, 'killing - Lowell- Atkinson, and then headed for Kansas
City arid Ruskin Heights,

Slaves To
Greed. Lust
Says Graham
NEW YORK en —Revivalist
Billy Graham Monday night deAmericans as
modern
picted
slaves to "materialism. worldliness. greed and lust" and the
United States as a "nation of
moral cripples."
"We don't live by the golden
rule, the Ten Commandments
and the Sermon on the Mount,"
Graham said. "and as a result
we have no moral strength, we
are helpless."
Like a stern. modern Moses.
Graham warned an audience of
16.000 in Madison Square Garden
that man is destined for doom
and destruction unless he is
"willing to receive Jesus Christ
and let him make man whole
again."
Following Graham's sixth sermon in his New York Crusade,
an estimated 370 of his listeners
came forward to make "decisions
fel. Christ." So far, nearly 4,000
persons have made decisions and
100,000 have attended Graham's
Madison Square Garden sermons.
Beginning June 1, Graham's
Saturday night sermons In the
Garden will be televised nationally in competition with Perry
Como and Jackie Gleason on
other channels.

Murray Hospital
Monday's complete record Vol lows:
32
Census
65
Adult Beds
'13
Emergency Beds
Pfttietrts Admitted .... 3
Patients Dismissed
0
New Citizens
Patients admitted from Friday
9:30 a.m. to Monday 11:00 a.m.
Mr. Oakman Grogan, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Silburn Colson and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Henry Levi Frei. Rt. 1. Murray;
Mr. Clifford Garrison,707 Sycamore, Murray; Mr. Alfred H.
Wright. 524 Rest High, Union
City, Tenn.; Mr. F. N. Kennlerly,
Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Junior Garrisen and baby girl. Rt. I. Almo;
Mrs. Math Pool. Rt. 6, Murray;
Mrs. Herbert Brandon and baby
boy. Rt. I. Dexter; Mrs Carl
Sutton and baby boy, 06 Elm St.,
Murray; Mrs. Dewey Sirls, Rt.
I. Benton; Master Bennie Steven
Simmons. College Farm Road,
Murray; Mrs. Arthur grannon,
Rt. 3, Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. Wm.
D. Crago, 504 Elm St., Murray.
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The "Nine Old Men" Are Still I
In The .National League Race

MAJOR LEAGUE

PUBLISHED BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHLNG COMPANY, WC,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
.lazies-kiesalci. October 20, la28, and the West Kentuckian January
ti, 1142.

By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writs(
Those "nine old men" - the
fellows who won It last year are still in the National League
pennant race.

JisaiES C. WILLIAMS. VUESLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
ar Public Voice items which in our opiruon are ant for the beat
• roterest ef our readers.
REPRESENTATIVIM: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
SATIONA.L
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
lave., Chicago; 80 Bolyston St.. Bostor..
intered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
per
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per yeeek 20e,
moa-la 85c. in Calloway and adjoining counties, per year $3.50; elsemere, $5.50.
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•

10 Years Ago This Week
•

Ledger & Times File
•

One of Murray's biggest auction sales will be held on
in
Thursday, May 29, when 20 buildings, lots located
Ninth
South
and
Eighth
Cloverdale Heights, South
on
Streets will be offered for sale. The lots are located
one
the edge of the rapidly growing city and are termed
of Murray's best investments by the owners, Gibson and
Anderson.
On Saturday,. May 17, at 3 p.m., Mrs. Velma Barnett
and Harvey Bko*n of Hardin were married at, the home
of the bride.
The attendints were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Gibbs. Mrs.
Brown is an ,employee of Southern Bell and the bridegroom has been working in Detroit.
The Fultofi•High .School Band, under the direction of
Yewell Harrison, captured first prtze of $35.00 Friday,
May 9, at Humboldt, Tenn., in the 10th annual strawberry festival held in that city. Harrison, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Harrison, Murray, is a graduate of Murray
High School and received his music degree at Murray
State College.

MOTHER AIDS AMNESIA

FIGHT

UNITIES

Triass

STANDINGS
•

That's the 'Brooklyn Dodgers'
message today to the experts who
were beginning to view the 1957
race as primarily a two - team
W L Pa GB
struggle between the Milwaukee
18 7 .720
Chicago
Braves and Cincinnati Redlegs.
1'7 10 .630 2
'First the Braves reeled off 12
Cleveland
17 10 .630 2
New York
victories" in their first 14 games
16 15 .516 5
and then the Redlegs mounted
Detroit
15 15 .600. 544
their 12-game winning streak.
Beaton
13 18 .419 8
All the while the Dodgers had
Kansas City
11 16 .407 8
failed to put together more than
Baltimore
2
/
8 24 .250 131
three victories- in succession and
Washington
there were whispers in N.L. dugouts that the old champs had
daring
FRAKES,
SHOWN ABOVE IS CAPT. F. F.
"had it."
stunt man, who is bringing his explosive HOLLYCleveland at New York, ppd, rain
So tonight they invade CinWOOD THRILL SHOW to Western Kentucky for it's
Chicago at Boston, ppd., rain
premiere showing Wednesday May 22nt at 9:15 p.m. cinnati riding the crest of a fourWashington 2 Detroit S, night
game winning streak - their
Baltimore 2 Kansas City 0, night -at the .Murfay Drive-In•'Theatre.
longest of the season-and fresh
Thrill
the
in
years
30
of
veteran
a
is
the
Frakes
Senate's
before
Capt:
TESTIFYING
from two smashing victories over
Washingin
the
thru
probe
acts
down
Beck
Dave
Show business. His many varied
the St. Louis Cardinals, 10-4,
ton, attorney Alfons B. Landa
years have been featured in True Magazine, the Shrine
Monday night to sweep the two$200,000
Beck
offered
Boston
he
at
Cleveland
say,s
Circus, on T.V.'s ".You Asiked For It" and with Joie
game series they opened with
cash after Beck arranged a
Kansas City at Washington. night
141anes
il.aa--eriss4Pd
Sunday's 10-3 rout.
Chitwood's Famous Troupe. 44•-•-$1.500,00e loan to help Lancia
Chicago at New York, night
for many motion pictures and only three weeks ago
and Roy Fruehauf retain conDetroit at Baltimore, night
Dodgers Move Up
trol of Fruehauf Trailer comFox Movietone News filmed his current HIGH EXpany, and that Beck turned it
PLOSIVES SHOW, which he declares is his most thrillAs a result, the Dodgers movdown. Landa aLso said he suging show to date.
ed to within only a half-game
gested that Beck use the
of the second-place Braves and
Kansas City at Washington
union's purchase of stock in
trail the front-running Redlegs
Detroit at Baltimore, night
Brooklyn at Cincinnati, night
Montgomery Ward to organize
by two and one-half.
Chicago at New York
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night
Ward's 52,000 employes and to
Cleveland at Boston
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, night
aid Ward Chairman Sewell
Duke Snider, -Carl Furdo and
Avery in his proxy fight against
Sandy Amoros walloped homers
Louis Wolfson, and that Beck
in an 11-0 hit Dodger attack
Tomorrow's Games
took the advice. (international)
that also included doubles by
W L Pct GB
Gil Hodges, Al Walker, Jim Gil21 9 .700
New York at Chicago
Cincinnati
New
(IP
York
CHICAGO
liam and Furillo. Every member
2
7
3 :
348
..640
18 10 .4
Brooklyn at Cincinnati, night
Milwaukee
Yankee outfielder Mickey Mantle
17 10
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, night and Boston Red Sox outfielder of the Brooklyn lineup hit safely
Brooklyn
except Don Zimmer and pitchers
16 12 .571 4
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, night
Philadelphia
Ted Williams were $25 poorer Don Drysdale and Clem Labine.
13 16
St. Louis
today - they almost literally
Dr:ssdale went the first seven
13 17 .433 8
New York
CROP FAILURE
threw the money away, along innings' to win his third game
2
/
7 18 .280 111
Chicago
with their bats.
without a loss. Labine, making
2
/
8 21 .276 121
Middle- Pittsburgh
CLEVELAND 11/1
his lip relief appearance in 27
al
Calif.
BERNARDINO,
Will
Lague
President
SAN
American
weight contenders Joey (Rhogames, rushed in from the bullArchie
Judge
Court
Friday
two
finea
the
-Superior
Harridge
-barb) Glardello anci Rory CalD. Mitchell turned down the after umpires reported they threw pen when the Cardinals rallied
houn were as confused today
leniency plea of Reuben N. their bats even after a league for two runs in the eighth and
about future plans, Decause of Brooklyn 10 St. Louis 4, night
Avila, 23, whose lawyer said order specifically told players closed it out.
(Only game scheduled).
Lrow stitches, as the customers
A couple of old fashioned
Avila was simply "growing a to hold on to their clubs.
were Friday night about the
pitching duels marked the only
few little plants in his back yard
winner of Their bruising, TV
Games
Today's
Williams was fined for throw- two other games played in the
for his own use." Mitchell was
10 - rounder at the Cleveland
unimpressed. "He wasn't just ing his bat in a game against majors Monday, the Washington
Chicago
Arena.
at
New York
growing daisies," he said. Avila Detroit on Wednesday, while Senators beating the Detroit Tig.Giardello, the 28-year old exwas convicted on charges of Mantle threw his in a _game ers, 2-1, and the Baltimore Oriin
lives
now
who
Philadelphian
oles scoring a 2-0 victory over
at Baltimore on May 1.
growing marijuana.
a
with
up
wound
New York,
160
weighted
He
split decision.
pounds to the 22-year old Calhoun's 158.
Announcer Tom Dwyer was the
innocent instigator of confusion
when he mane the mistake of
announcing the only favorable
vote fur Calhoun of White Plains,
N. Y., first. He annotiriced that
Referee Lou Parker had favored
St. John's always rugged basehim on ipoints, 46-45. That evoked ball team faces the surprising
such tremendous booing that no Wing() Indians in the second
one heard 141wyees next wnnoun- session of the regional playoffs at
cement that fudge Herb Williams Holland Stadium at 3:00 p.m.
favored Giardello, 47-45. Some
St. John's; a tiny Catholic
uki hear that judge Charlie Bill school in McCracken County has
had Giardello ahead, 46-45.
been picked to battle Murray for
he uproar peristed until Dwy- the state representation from
! grabbed Joey's right glove and this region; however, Wingo has
er
held it aloft in token of victory. taken its share of scalps, includGiardello suffered a four-stitch ing a 17-6 district final win over
gash at the corner of his right Mayfield, and may upset the
eye. and was uncertain whether it dream; of the McCrackens .
ould heal in time for him to
The torrid Indians have one
accept a TV-bout with Germinal of the top slugging averages in
i3allarin of France at Norfalk, the state, batting .403 as a club.
Led by "Belting" Max Mays, the
Va., on June 12.
Similarly a three-stitch cut suf- Wingo nine has 5 regulars batfered by Calhoun at the corner of ting over .410 including hurler
his left eye in the fourth round, Gene Prince who leads the reprevented his making any imme- gion in strike outs with 98. Mays
diate plans-such as taking a bout is far ahead of region one hitters
with Charlie Joseph at New with a sensational .727 average.
St. Johns is paced by shortOrleans. .
stop Loin§ Haas, hitting .441 and
third baseman-pitcher Ray Kloss
DAYLIGHT ROBBERY
KEOKUK, Iowa rn- Red who leads his team in hits with
faces were in style among at- 18.
••148..
WINGO (6-3)
tendant.'; at a local service 'staAS H Aver.
tion Sunday. While they were Player-Posnion
22 16 .727
busy, a thief apaprently walked Mays, 3B, OF
32 16 .500
into the station, picked up $400 Crass, C
25 12 .480
in cash and checks, and walked Prince, P
10 .476
21
Jones, OF
out again unobserved.
29 12 .413
Holloway, 2B
5 .357
14
Holden, OF
9 .322
Oakley: 1B
28
Pate: OF
7 .318
22
K. Mays, SS, P
35 11 .314 s
Clay-ton, C, OF
7
2 .285
Waggoner, P. 3B 22
6 .272
Perry, OF
1 .166
6
Saxon, OF
0 .000
0
Totals 263 107 .403
ST. JOHN'S (9-2)
AB H Aver.
Player•Position
C. Felts, IF
I 1.000
1
cup of Folger's,
G. Roof, P. OF
14
7 .500
L. Haas, SS, C
'34 15 .441
finer
a
noticeably
flavor-distinctively
R. Kloss, 313, P
41
18 .439
P. Roof, C
38 16 .421
rich, unusually tangy. Because Folger's is a
B. Neihoff.. OF
42 17 .405
M. Shoulta, OF
blend of nature's choicest coffee-grown in
unique
30 12 .400
P. Roof, 2B
32 12 .375
remote mountain regions, where there is an abundance of
Luigs, P. OF, 113 39 10 .256
J. Galloway, OF 10
2 .200
fertile volcanic soil, warm tropic sunlight and rain.
C. Felts, IF'
1 .167
6
A. Fittipaldi, C, OF 8
1 .125
This naturally finer coffee is conceded to have the Most
Hayden. 1B, OF 25
3 .120
,
Wurth. OF, IB
18
2 .111
satisfying tang andflavor of any coffee known today.
Totals
338 417 .346

American League

Yesterday's Results

Today's Games

Tomorrow's Games

Mantle And Williams
Poorer By $25.00

National League

Middleweights
Confused About
Their Future

Yesterday's Results

St. John's
Meets Wingo
At 3:00 Today

Gentile, 47, helps to dispel
A DEVOTED MOTHER, Mrs. Margaret
Applegate,
the fog of amnesia engulfing her sort. Harry Warner
for
26, in a Detroit hospital. Applegate was • nameless wanderer
connected
11 months, but painstaking work by psychiatrists Anally
(international)
him with Mrs. Gentile, of Asbury Park, N. J.

'KNOW YOUR
Fire Control Technician

the Kansas City Athletics.
Ramos Wins Third
Pedro Ramos, the 22-year-old
right hander from Pinar, Cuba,
out-pitched Frank Lary, a algame winner last season, as;The
Senators snapped their five-game
losing streak and the Tigers'
four-game winning skein. Ed
Fitzgerald beat out an infield
hit with the bases filled in. the
last of the ninth to drive in the
winning run after the two right
handers hurled shutout ball from
the second inning. The win was
Ramos' third and the loss Made
Lary's 'record 2-5.
Connie Johnson turned in a
two-hitter and stretched the Oriole pitcher's string of scoreless
innings to 20 as he handed the
A's their fourth shutout in their
last seven games. Gus Trio:adds
singled home Bob Nieman with
Baltimore's first run and Tito
Francona singled home the second. Ned Garver suffered his
third loss against two.. wins wiele
Johnson won his second
compared with four defear.

Fight

Results

By United Press
PITTSBURGH - R.eybon
2. Pittsburgh, stop/
Stubbs, 1491
ped Fernando Spallotta, 155,
Italy (5).

•

NEW YORK-Nrchie McBride,
186, Trenton, N. J., outponated
Willi Besmanoff, 195, Germany
(10).
NEW
Joseph,
pointed
Angeles

ORLEANS, La.-Char.
160, New Orleans,
Al Williams, 155, L. ,
(10).

PHIL'S GETTING BIG0

In every steaming
enjoy

Uelesee

r
VOTE FOR

Clyde Steele
Candidate

Fli
tE
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY

Democratic Primary, May 28
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
DEEPLY APPRECIATED

NORMAN DESSERT, cousin of
Dave
President
Teamsters
Beck's wife, turn* a smiling
countenance on the camera at
the Senate labor probe in
Washington, where he arrived
by subpoena propulsion. He Is
Intermingled In Deck's financial
(Ist•nsatiussai)
involvenIMit.

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR,

If not pleased. your 400 back at
any drug counter. This STRONG
germicide sloughs off Infected
skin. Exposes more germs to Its
killing action. Use instant-arying
T-4-L day or night. Now at
Holland Drug Company,
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COFFEE

mutg-rrinhii In flavor that
you Sr. ursmet to uma 1/4 hue
th•n with lower prIC.d brand,.

It's Mountain-Grown coffee. You'll call ifdelicious.
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ME ACCURACY Of NAVAL GUNFIRE
DEPENDS LARGELY UPON COMPUCA TED
ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEMS. FIRE CONrRoi
TECHNICIANS 4t1 THE SPECIALISTS
WHO ADJUST AND REPAIR THE GUN,
TORPEDO, AND GUIDED MISSILE
CONTROL EQUIPMENT THEY DEAL WITH
NEW ERA EQUIPMENT SLICK AS
MAMAS,COMPUTERS AND ILECTRO
MECHANICAL SERVO-MECHANISMS.

_

LOS ANGELES +IA - When
Philip Alderette, 15 months old,
yowled and screeched in imitatidtr- tit
liTatuftrierils&s cat
everybody thought the performance pretty convicing. B u t
Philip's feline charade ended
when he tried to go thmigh the
cat's private exit outdoors. Fireall
men freed the boy from a
hole cut in the door of his gaff&
mother's house.

The delicious difference you taste is

Beck-oned

Mil
test

Afountain-Grown Cola!

REGULAR, DRIP AND FINE GRINDS -ONE AND TWO POUND CANS
'Soovristit I. P. F.& ce.,1?57
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KNOW YOUR NAVY

By DOC ClUIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent

as:The

!-game
Tigers'
n. Ed infield
in. the
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) right
from
in was
, Made

Movies Will Have
To Be Good Says
Otto Preminger

PAGE IITRE111

Gunner's Mate

LONDON if — The Achbishop
of Canterbury postponed h i s
flight to the United States today
because of influenza. The Archbishop, Dr. Geoffrey Fisher; had
been scheduled to leave today
to participate in ceremonies marking the founding of the first
English settlement at Jamestown,

HONEST PRISONERS
CORUNNA. Moh,
Prisoners of the Shiawassee County
jail handed a hacksaw blade—
unused—to Sheriff Glen J. Vandesande. The blade had been
left behind by a plumber.

NEW YORK RA — Otto Pre;nInger, a tall, bald, blue-eyed
Va.
gent who got into the theater
at 17 in his native Vienna and
has been going strong in it for
34 years, sipped a bit of black
coffee in his hotel room, sniffed
an inhaler for his cold, and
sounded off suavely about what
TV is doing to the movies.
What was going to happen
to motion pictures during, say
the next half 'century? Preminger,
an independent producer-director,
MILIS
----801/114EAST PT.
drew a long sniff and opined
15
that what is going to happen
ahead's, has started happening.
"The advent of television and
the growing up of TV have
actually put the movies in the
same position that the legitimate
_
theater got into when theAaLitNAVY SHIPS WITH THEIR VARIOUS
ing picture arrived," he said.
SIZED GUNS HAVE LONG DEEM
'"The legitimate theater, up
HAW-AIN,
Aforiams Of OVR NATION AGAINST
to then, had more than 20 proENEMY AGGRESSORSS, TN ONIIER'S
z.
-duet-ions a season on' Broadway.
•
ANT WILLIA S, only two inches in height and
MATE OPERATES, MAINTAINS, AND
People went to them' and they
still skeinking;--uses a small nail in an attempt to
REPAIRS AU THE SMALL ARMS,
were not so critical about them.
'ring a mousetrap so he can get the cheese bait and
CANE NAME GUNS AND E4U/PAfENT
Stage Became Specialty
"WARD NAVY SHIPS, AS WELL AS
eat it in this scene from "The Incredible Shrinking
"Then — the theater became
HANDLE AND STORE ALL AMMUNITION.
Man." Universal-International science-fiction shocker
a specialty. It either had to be
THEY ALSO DIRECT, TRAIN AND
whieh Williams and Randy Stuart co-star. This
first rate or die. Mediocre plays
SUPERVISE THE GUN CitEWS
were taken over hy the motion
" most unusual motion picture opens tomorrow at'the
pictures.
Vasity Theatre..
"Now TV has done the same
Mellas1.1
7
the
thing to the movies. And
ones that are going to survive
DeLee?
Virgina
Remember
now, in my opinion, will have
Swim
to produce independently, indithe girl. who was named
She's
he
AUSTRALIA
vidually. I was one of the first
as the possessor of the world's
to break away from the treadbest figure as far as the •?yes of
BURTON
By
RON
mill of wholesale production in
Cuban sculptor Sepy Dobronyi
Correspondent
Press
Staff
United
hydrogen
bomb
movies because I believed what
were concerned. Dobronyi made
HERE ARE two cartographical views of Christmas island, where the British are holding
tests in spite of Japanese objections on grounds of safety. The 60-square-mile island actually is
was required was individual ef— Itt — Shop the statement after a fracas with
HOLLYWOOD
summit of a 15.000-foot mountain, 14,000 feet of which are submerged. Phosphate is product.
fort. No one man, no matter talk:
actor Anthony Steel's wife, Anita
he
how great he might be. can
actor Ekberg. Dobronyi indicated
Cornet
Wilde, suave
supervise 40-or-so outstanding who's no stranger to "best dres- didn't think too much of Miss '
pictures — they would even
Ekberg after all, and he named
sed" lists, can't get enthused
Miss DeLee, a Hollywood actresscompete with themselves.
about the Ivy League look for
model, as his preference. Now
"Now audiences only go to
-men.
Miss DeLee has a role as a night
a picture the way they go Co
It gives men hips and narclub entertainer in Bel-Air's
a play: They shop for it. They
row shouldets—a deadly com"Dope Ship." She'll be dresSed
shop, arid they go only if it is
bination," he• said. "I went into
as skimpily as is permitted.
going to be better than what
the topic very thoroughly bethey would see on TV."
Devproducing
"The
I'm
cause
Preminger interrupted the inils .Hairpin.' so I'm worrying
terview long enough to answer
cut costs
Reports continue to crop up
By DELOS SMITH
By CLYDE H. FARNSWORTH the phone and tell a hopeful about where we can
sacrifcing appearance and from various points in the United
United Press Science Editor
United Press Staff Correspondent agent that a script he had been without
authenticity.
States that one or more of the
NEWARK, N. J. lir — A top reading was a good writing job
NEW YORK Ilh — Current
ELECT
"Well, we had two male fash- members of Disney's TV Mousegarbage industry leader. -Who and shouldn't be hard to sell —
airgical shop-talk is that a stirion experts bring in various types keteers have been involved in
operates
the
largest
dump in but that it didn't ring true and
teon really doesn't need to use
of wardrobes, and then persons traffic accidents. The latest came
the state, said today high on he did not think it would make
two scalpels, one to cut through
at Paramount who are generally from Madison, Wis. Disney Studio
the list of what a garbage man a good picture.
the skin surface, the other to
considered well dressed were officials don't know how the
wants is dignity.
cut with when he gets deep
How About ran Seberg
Aa
asked t, vote their preference. reports are started, but they wish
"We're trying to put the coldown inside.
He hung up and quickly an- It was heavily 'against the Ivy they would stop. So far no memlection of refuse on a higher swered an abrupt interview ques- League types, so well have
The two-scalpel school is well
more ber of the Mickey Mouse Club
111fred J. Lippman, pres- tion. Was Jean Seberg, the 18- conventional designs in the picstablished and just about unihas been in any accident, they
ident of Fereday & Meyer Co., year old girl he plucked out ture."
ersal. Dr. Henry Reichhof Nepointed out.
Inc., told the United Press.
wark. N. J., becomes a surgical
of Marshalltown. Ia., and thrust
"Garbage collectors actually are into the title role of Shaw's
worldshaker when hie, challenges
disposal experts....specialists in "Saint Joan," maybe just a one'its worth. Reich has said openly
municipal refuse collection.... picture wonder with no acting
l
e
hat one scalpel is enough.
practicers of a kind of science." future.
The basis for the two-scalpel
Lippman. whose firm hauls
hail is the prevention of surgiNope. He has confidence. He
munncipal waste under contracts is giving her a co-starring part
.
al wound infection. Tow a rd
with city governments and also in his next picture, "Bonjour
hat end, patients are scrbuued.
tarts away-Industrial refuse un- Tristesse," to be made in the
urgeons and nurses scrub, and
der company contracts, said garb- south of France
he body areas around wounds
it•
age collection has "gone modern"
re draped.
Preminger, who has chartered
with such things as fully auto- a bold course as a directorDespite all precautions microir.7.-vOrnee
matic trucks and "scientific dis- producer. arrived here just after
rganisms may remain on the
MARKING her 112th birthday
posal techniques."
kin surface. Some seem to stand
the opening of "Saint Joan" in
May 15, Mrs. Lorenzo Johnson
In addition, he said, "we've Paris. It will open in the United
up to any attack. Theoretically
cute a cake at the Ebenezer
attracted a better type of man." States next month. "Saint Joan"
the 'Sterilized scalpel which opens
Baptist church in Glassboro
Working conditions are better, was made in England. Preminger.
the surface may pick up microLawns, N. J. Mrs. Johnson, a
now and wages are running a U. S. citizen, said he enjoyed
organisms.
native of Virginia, has four
five and six time what they making his first pictores abroad
To prevent that scalpel from
children, eight grandchildren,
were 25 years ago.
carrying these micro - organisms
13 great grandchildren and 12
but would rather work here.
great-great grandchildren to
Into the interior if the found,
Would he rather work in the
(International)
her credit.
the surgeon discards it snd takes
theater, movies, or TV.
HOLD EVERYTHING
another sterilized scalpel with
"What difference does it make
which to go deeper.
what medium it is." he replied,
HORSE SHORTAGE
NOTTINGHAM, England rir — "if you want to tell a story."
.
_
Why Only Scalpel
"Take your hands out of your
"Why discard only the scalpel?"
WATERTOWN S. D. —
WHY THE BOAT
rl•-ked Reich. "Clamps used to The Watertown Abattoir Co. had pockets," said the magistrate to
__BATTLE CREEK, Mich,
. t.elt superficial bleeding, scis- to shut down because of a short- the prisoner in a Notthingham
sors which cut the stures and age of horses. The company had court Friday. "I can't," said the A motorist with a boat on top
certainly the surgeon's gloves been slaughtering between 6.000 prisoner. "The police have taken of his car said he was stopped
away my belt and suspends."
Sunday by a sheriff's deputy
repeatedly come in contact with and 7,000 horses annually..
with a sense of humor. He said
the skin before wound drapes
TROUSER TROUBLE
the officer wanted to k no w
are applied, yet these are not
one by the micro-organism culheavyheavy
whether, in view of"'
A discarded."
the scalpel. Neither
AUBURN, Mich.
Police rainfall of the past 'few days the
vilw It seemed to him that his tured from
trouble and it should sought a hit - run driver whose man was going fishing or just
colleagues were barking up the caused much
remarked that this very low car Whisked by George Pero, preparing for an emergency.
wrong tree — that .they were be
measures up to the highest ripping off his trousers. Pero
bound by tradition. So in Beth rate
standard.
said he had stopped to investiForty-one years ago (1916),
Israel Hospital. of Newark he
Reich cited the standard text gate after his car struck a rac- the first ship-to-shore radio teleorganized the following experitechnical beth israel coon.
book
in
his
phone conversation took place
ment.
paper, which calls for two scalbetween the captain of the battleThe scalpels used to cut through
"Not necessary," he said.
pels.
Twenty-three years ago (1934), ship New Hampshire, off Hamp,the skin surface of 100 consecusurgeon._ can use one scalpel the USS Constitution ("Old Iron- ton Roads, Va., and the Secretary
tive operations were placed in A
new
sharp
blade
is
a
sides") completed a nine-month of th Navy in Washington.
culture tubes, and so were the "untili
needed unless it becomes oh= tour of 90 American ports, durEighty-two years' ago (1875),
A second scalpels which were used viously
and grossly contaminat- ing which time she was visited Fleet Admiral William D. Leahy
lir- for the inside work.
ed."
by over four tnt1HOn Americans, was born in Hampton, Iowa.
These culture tubes were indubated to see what microorganisms multiplied, if any. Of
the 100 scalpely used to open
the surface, only four picked
up skin micro-organisms, staphylococcus in three cases and streptococcus in the fourth.
But of the 100 scalpels used
for the inside work, 11 became
0 contaminated. T h e interesting
queetion here was where had
the contaminating micro-organisms come from.
Germ Origin Uncertain
Involved in the 100 operations
were 25 surgeons and assistants
and 12 scrub nurses. But no
one of the 37 had been involved
in more than two or three of
the cases of contaminated scat4.,... pels. Were the micro-organisms
11, airborne or did they come from
the patient's - skin surface despite
the use of two scalpels. 'Answers
-.Newest member of the swept-wing family is this hi-style truck named the. "Swept-'
.
have to be guesswork.
side 100." Attractive enough to be parked at any
club, the new Dodge truck will
In none of the 100 surgical
handle any job"riow being done by the 4.000,000 pick-ups on American highways. The
wounds were both the first and
Written and paid for by citizens of Calloway County interested in good government.
"Sweptside 100" is powered by either a 204-horsepower V-8 or a 120-horsepower 6-cylinder
secend scalpels contaminated. As
engine. Power brakes and steering, and push-button transmission make it easy to drive,1
to the wounds tbeenselv=s, only
two became infected, and only
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112 Years Old

For The Second Time
I Ask My Opponent
Do you draw thousands of dollars
from the public treasury in the form
of State Insurance Premiums, and if
so, how many thousands of dollars
do you draw?

Garbage Man
Wants Dignity
As Expert

The People Want The Answer Before
May 28!

CHARLIE -I,ASSITER
REPRESENTATIVE

f

CALLOWAY COUN
NEEDS THE BEST

!

THEREFORE

„
•

•

Hi-Style Truck for Country Club or Hard Worir

I
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LET'S

Re-Elect

,

,

y lo

•

Waylon Rayburn
County Judge
.,

•

HE'S QUALIFIED
HE'S EXPERIENCED

The only LAWYER in the race.
Four outstanding years as administrator of the
Counties affairs.
EXCELLENT RECORD
For the first time in 25 years our County government is operated in the black. \
•PROGRF-SSIVE PROGRAM,,,.The Juvenile Jury System is only one of the
many progressive movements begun.
WE THINK
The affairs of this office demand the services
_ . __,
of a qualified Lawyer. WE BELIEVE
The people of Calloway County should endorse
a progressive program like this by electing
.
WAYLON RAYBURN for another 4 year term.

.11•••

•

_

•

'1

•
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Underwood Home Is
Scene Of Suzannah
Wesley Luncheon
The Suzannah Wesley Circle Nat
the Paris District of the Methodist Church met in the home of
Mrs. J. E. Underwood of Paris,
Tenn., for 'a luncheon on Thursday, May 16.
"Papa Was A Preacher" was
the title .of the book which was
very interestingly reviewed by
Mrs. Underwood.
Mrs. Paul T. Lyles, district
president, opened the business
meeting with a prayer. Final
plans were made for the annual
conference luncheon which will
be held June 8 at noon at the
Iivin Cobb Hotel in Paducah.
As this was the last regular
meeting of the conference year,
Mrs. Lyles expressed her appreciation to the group for their
support, interest, and prayers
during her term of office.
The meeting was .closed with
the Suzannah benediction.
A delicious luncheon was served by the hostesses to the twenty
four members and two guests,
Mrs. Loyd Ramer, Milan, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Noble Williford of
Brownsville, Tenn. The tables
were attractively decorated with
spring flowers and r ibb on
streamers representing a May
Pole.
Those from the Murray area
attending were Mrs. Lyles, Mrs.
Louis Joiner, Mrs. Carl Dickerson, Mrs. Layne Shanklin,
Mrs.
Neva Maxedon, Mrs. J. E.
James,
and Mrs. 0. C. Wrather.
• •••

or

763-J

Club News

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Tuesday, May 21
Circle II of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
in the home of Mrs. Autry Farmer, Wells Blvd., at two-thirty
o'clock. Mrs. Henry Elliot will
be cohostess.
•• • •
The Dorcas Class of the First
Baptist church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Charles Caldwell at
seven-thirty o'clock. Mrs. William Adams and Mrs. James
Ward are captains of the grotii)e
in charge of the arrangement.
• • • •,
Circle III of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
with Mrs. S. L. Vaughn at her
home, 1615 Main Street, at twothirty o'clock. Mrs. Leslie R.
Putnam is chairman.
• •••
The Dorcus Sunday School
Class will meet at seven-thirty
o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Charles Caldwell on Chestnut
Street• • ••
The ,Christian Women's Fellowship of the First Christian
Church will hold its general
meeting at the church at twothirty o'clock.
•• • •
The Music Department oi the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at seven-thirty
o'clock.
•• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls

will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven o'clock.
• • ••
The Gladys McElrath Business
Women's Circle of the WMS of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Mrs. V. N. All..
britten 'at seven-thirty o'clock,
••
The Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the church at twothirty o'clock.
••• •

Circle I of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church w i 11
meet with Mrs. Luther Jackson
on Elm Street at two - thirty
o'clock.
• er 6 Or'
Circle IV of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
in the Chettie Stokes class room
at two-thirty o'clock. All members are urged to be .present.
•••
Thursday, May 2$
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. A. F. Doran
at two-thirty o'clock.
••••

Mrs. Fred Gingles
Hostess For Joint
Meeting Of Circles

Locals
Activities

IT'S OUR

Morning Circle Of
WSCS Meets Willi'
Mrs. E. A. Tucker
Mrs. E. A. Tucker opened her
home on South Ninth Street for
the meeting' of the Morning Circle of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the First
Methodist Church held on Tuesday, May 14, at nine
thirty
o'clock.
The guest speaker for the
morning was Rev. Orval Austin,
pastor of the. College Presbyterian Church, who used as the
subject for his most interesting
and informative talk, "Women
of the Bible."
Mrs. Tucker gave the devotion
with her Scripture reading being
from the 31st chapter of Proverbs.
Officers for the new church
year are Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
chairman; Mrs. Hugh Houston,
vice-chairman; Mrs. H. G. Dunn,
secretary; Mrs. Verne
Kyle,
treasurer.
During the social hour Mrs.
Tucker served refreshments to
the following: Mesdames H. G.
Dunn, C. C. Lowry, J. B. Wilson,
Nat Ryan Hughes, Bryan Tolley,
H. Glenn Doran, Paul Lyles,
Verne Kyle, and Jack Bailey, and
Rev. Austin.
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We wish to thank our many customers who have
patronized us during the past 20 years. We have built our busin
ess on quality workmanship and ire shall continue ts*e high quali
ty and friendy, courteous service.

Ph,

Our Nationally Advertised Brands

`Cruel, Inhuman'

The home of Mrs. Fred Gingles
on Farmer Avenue was the scene
of the joint meeting of Circles
II and VI of the Woman's Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church held on Tuesday,
May 14, at two-thirty o'clock in
the afternoon.
Miss Bettie Thornton was in
charge of the program on the
The J. N. Williams chapter of
theme, "Helping Young People
the United Daughters of the
Answer God's Call." The devoConfederacy held a lunclleon
tion from 1 Samuel 1:4-11 was
Meeting at the W. Z. Carter
cabin on Kentucky Lake on
given by Mrs. Gingles.
Those taking part in the proWednesday. May i5, at twelvegram were Mrs. R. W. Churchill,
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Ira Fox, Mrs.. 0. C. Wells,
By ALINE MOSSY
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, president,
presided at the meeting: Mrs. United Press Staff Correspondent and Mrs. E. C. Parker.
C. W. Waldrem gave the treasurRefreshments were served by
HOLLYWOOD RP — Now that
er's report. The chapter voted the cast of the Jackie Gleason the hostess.
to not have the June meeting show is scattering, Art
Carney
and the next regular meeting plans to put his sewer - cleaning
will be held in September.
stooge character in mothball
s
The slate of new officers was and become a star himself.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D a n
read by Mrs. H. E. Elliott, chairSince 1950 Carney has
been Butterwo
rth of Murray Route
man of the nominating commit- playing second fiddle, and
a Two
are the parents of a daughtee, and were unanimously elect- :hilarious one, to the
rotund
'et., Vicky Lee, weighing seven
ed.
Jackie on Pus weekly CBS
-TV pounds
eight ounces, born on
Officers elected are Mrs. Car- show. The program folds
next
Saturday, May 4, at the Murray
ter, president; Mrs. A. F. Doran, month, leaving Carney
minus his
Hospital.
first vice; Mrs. Luther Robert- department of sanitation
job.
••••
son. second vice; Mrs. D. F. McHe figures tkiat having collectMr and Mrs. Ronald W. Ray
Connell. recording secretary; Mrs. ed three Emmis on the
program
of Murray Route Two announce
Fred Gingles. treasurer; Mrs. W. it's time for the fellow
who's
P. Roberts, historian; Mrs. H.
long
been
a
comedians' stooge the birth of a daughter, RogenE.
na• Ann, weighing seven pounds
Elliott, registrar; Mrs. J. D. to start being a "Top
Banana" four
ounces, born on Saturday,
Peterson. chaplain.
himself.
Mrs. Carter appointed the folStarring in dramatic shows and May 4, at the Murray Hospital.
The grandparents are Mrs. Shirlowing program committee: Mrs. a spectacular. -Cha
rley's Aunt.".
ley Greenfield and Mr. and Mrs.
W. P. Roberts, chairenan;
Mrs. this past season has spurred
Ralph Ray.
Fred Gingles, and Mrs. M. D. him to standing
alone more
••
Holton.
••
often — possibly on a monthly
Kern David is the name chosen
A delicious luncheon was setved show of his own.
by Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Curtis
to the seven members present.
Shuns Stooge Roles
• •••
"I'm not parucularly Interested Barnes of Murray Route One
SOLE SURVIVOR
in stooge roles in series at this for their son, weighing ten
stage of the game," is the way pounds 5ve ounces, born on Sunday, May 5, at the Murray HosLEE. Me. —AR-- When fire de- the modest and somewhat
shy pital.
stroyed 9.999 baby chicks at Carney puts it.
•• • •
Arvon Bowers' farm, the 10,000th
"However," adds the comic
A son, Kenneth Alan, weighing
chick survived.
who always has had the protection of working with other come- seven pounds seven ounces, was
dians. "I've never knocked my- born to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
self out to get my own wi.-eltly Wayne Smith, 301 South Elevenstarring show. I'm just not gear- th Street, on Sunday, May 5, at
ed for a lot of responsibility. the Murray Hospital.
I've seen other comics do stooge
work and then try something
on their own. It very seldom
works.
"But I've had talks with the
networks about doing a show
once a month. "Maybe a variety
show one month. a dramatic play
the next, a book show like
'Charley's Aunt' the next.
Cotner at 4th & Main
"What ever I do, I won't
play the Ed Norton character
from the Gleason show. That
would be a big mistake. That
character belongs on that show
dnly. I hope to W011i with
Gleason occasionally next season. / like working with Henry
Morgan. Bert Lahr and Morey
Amsterdam."
Singer, Dancer Alvah
Carney already has branched
out to singing and dancing, which
he'll demonstrate as a guest on
tonight's "Dinah Shore Show"
on NBC. But he'll have competition from Boris !ravioli who'll
drop horror for hep -arxi do a
rock 'n' roll step.
Carney also 'Is mulling over
several movie offers, although
he'd rather do a Broadway show
"if the right script comes along."
"It's funny — some of the
fans don't accept me other than
JOANNE MARIE DAVK, 17. gives
as the Ed Norton character.
the camera a fetching emile In
When I do dramatic. parts they
Detroit after defying police.
say the keep waiting for me
jail and all. She was pinched
to, be funny," he said. "Other
for speeding and heard Judge
people write that I should try
Geocge T. Murphy decree susdifferent things more often."
pension of driving license for a
Carney. at last a star on
year, and 550 fine or 10 days
his own. concluded with a smile.
in the house of correction. Jo"Its a matter new of sitting
anne said she'd serve the time
back, thinking over,- the offers
rather than pay. Papa arrived,
and deciding what' is the best
,an4_dicl_ney...46 paternationaki
thing to do."

United Daughters
Of Confederacy
Has Luncheon Meet

e•

Weddings

WEATH E RTRON
•

Art Carney
Plans Career
On His Own

PERSONALS

-•-•!"

4

Ch0oses Jail

"CRUEL and trihumace" treatment Is the plaint here as actress Joanne Dru gets a divorce
from actor John Ireland in a
Loa Angeles court. She and
Ireland Wit their property
evenly, and she set something
of a precedent of $1 a month
alimony.
(tateritatioesalf

AMERICAN FURNACE CO.
Gas Oil

Coal

Read Our Classifieds
, WE SPECIALIZE IN
Max H. Churchill
Funeral Horne
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98

SCOTT DRUG CO.

+I Sheet Metal Work
+ Heating + Air Conditioning

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

CALL ON US FOR INDIVIDUAL OR COMBINATION

Phone 433

HEATING AND AIR-CONDITIONING

ARE YOU MORE IMPORTANT
THAN A HORSE?
My opponent didn't think so. He voted:
• To take taxes off the Keeneland Race
Track, and
• Put them on YOU and YOUR
FAMILY!

We Are Happy To Announce

JAMES CLOPTON
Who Began Working With Us In 1946

CHECK YOUR
PAYCHECK"

is now part owner in

VOTE FOR

Charlie Lassiter
For

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
I will represent Calloway County.
...and
not the Gamblers, Race Tracks, and The
Murray Insurance Agency.

FREED COTHAM CO.
611 Maple Street

Telephone 661

•
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TAVERN, dwelling, two acres
land, doing extra good business.
No competition. Ten miles north
of Paris. Leon Shankle, owner,
8 WEEKS WEIMARAER puppies
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
M23P
for sale. Phone R. N. Dunlap, 265
Paris, Tenn.
M21C CONSTRUCTION machinery for
sale or rent. Allis Chalmers and
Allied Equipment Sales and Ser8 FOOT CROSLEY deep freeze. vice. Williams Tractor Co., Inc.,
Perfect condition. Price reason- Paducah, Ky. Phone 23003.
M23C
able. Call 1842-R.
M22C

FOR SALE

NOTICE

1

MONUMENTS

Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121.
M27C

For Circuit Court Clerk: Mary
Russell Williams; James H. Blalock.
For County Judge: Dewey D.
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylcua
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
For County Court Clerk: Randall B. Patterson; Hafton C.
Garner,

FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
For Sh•:riff: Woodrow Rickand venetian blinds. Call 1310.
Stroud Upholstry Shop.
Id24C man; Cohua Stubblefield; Harold
Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A.
LAND TRANSFERS
Alum awnings for limited time, "Red" Doherty.
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
any
10
size.
Alum
.1
windows,
living room, utility room, kitchen
Equal and Annie Williams to
For Jailer: Willard Gordon;
door, $199 installed. Home Comand den. Plastered walls. See Mabel C. Willett, land.
fort
Co.,
&
18th
Main
street. Seth Cooper; Bryan Nanney;
owner, Joe Morton, 1405 Vine.
Carter Lee Farmer et ux to
Phone 1303.
J15C Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway;
Phone 1137-M.
M22P Will Edd Stokes etux, lot.
Luther Suggs; Ed Burkeen.
, For Magistrate, Murray DisPOLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT trict: K. B. McCuiston; H. M.
Answer to Yesterday's Pozzle
as
,
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
The Ledger and Times is auth- Workman.

ok

ACROSS
1-Small dap
4-Suffix:
adherent of 4
7-Lessen
1.2-PIAM
13-The urial
14-Facial
expressions
15-Obtained
16-Those who play
organ
1$-Academic
subjects
20-Pertaining to
the Finns
21-002ings
23-Slay
21-Tattered cloth
.35-Speck
30-Rorn
131-Kind of piano
'34-British naval
hero

R,A L
AR
I
A MA
TOOL
A
A X R0
ER 5
01.5iT
Nea M
EIN D E A
/6 L AT IC
E iiEt A
SE N 5 A'S .
LE

5I

NI

DOWN
1-Roman
garment WI
2-Worship
Improving
3-

•s

i

2

LAB
P E L
NTERTAIN
EVE
G I V ES
44
A I N ED

36-Vast age
37 -Obscure
39-1surmese
demon
40-Perukes
42-Actions
46-Fat
43-Piece tor two
49-Encouraging
63-Sob
64-Railroad
station
65-Man's name
66-Sesame
67-Cognisant of
63-Conducted
59-Bishopric

., Sr''."
1
.
4 1
.

2
/7

5
'9

F.:01FI
.-

U

Al

17
32
N,8 37

,739
1
Al ,

I lati.'
'
1

14,

55

I
5,

49

w,

•r9

,3•7

4,i-

44
O.
V
Cl z S7
51

Isi

sw

6fl

C9

SO
II

4-Comb. forrn:
equal
6-Movement of
shoulders
6-Labeled
,-Vedic tire god
8-Fine fellow
(slang)
6-Three-toed
sloths
10-Explosive
(abbr.)
11-Worm
17-Mali''"5$
burning
19-Reach across
22-Old
24-Teaches
25-Man's name
26-Man's
nickname
29—Temporar7
shelter
21—Stitch
32 Hawaiian food
31-Striped animal
35-Praise
36-Median
41-Peep sleep
41-Feeling
44-Weird
45--Mode
47-Nip
49--4lirl's name
Bo—Recent
VI—Resort
62-Mlld expletive

orized to announce the following
persons as candidates in the
Democratic Primary, May 28,
1957:
For clerk of Inc Court 0/..ft4peals: Doris Owens.

NATIONAL HOTEL
Murray, Kentucky

Also permanent
available.

I

employment
m22c

10T1

"So that's Whi, you comm..
side and it broke into a canter.
CHAPTER 19
•ses went at a Stuart clutched for a nonexistent Ideerca Tom to look after Non,
ffil-IE THREE ba
morning."
this
reins.
the
on
pulled
and
pommel
foot pace alone one of the

0

•

Thus, a program like Caesar's
which Costs its sponsor about
$115,000 for production alone
(Lawrence Welk's show comes in
at less than $20,000) would have
to deliver 10 to 15 million mot',
viewers to prove an economics,
buy.

"That's why. I Wanted to tab,
bridle paths, moving from sun to Mr. Potter showed nunnow to
shadow among the trees. The day grip with his knees and nde his to you. How did you meet
was magnificent for a ride but stirrups. With a doubtfL1 nod Stu. Candy ?"
"We were both out riding,Mr. Potter was aware that his art concentrated on keeping on his
companions were not enjoying it. horse. As he slapped down nard Frank said sullenly.
"Go on, Frank. You've talkeu
Frank was subdued and Stuart on the saddle he grinned at Mr.
was somber. Both of them, how- Potter. "I'm just as glad Nora yourself into this. Now you'd
ever, were making an effort to isn't here to watch this perform- better talk yourself ciit."
"But that's all tnere was,
establish some links of good a-ill. ance."
Frank had pulled up where the Frank protested. "We rode totacitly assuming that Deming and
not his son was responsible for trees thinned and there was a gether. I tried to date her to:
long vista of distant hills. "Nice dinner or something but she alStuart's year of imprisonment_
ways put me oft. Nicely, ox
Frank rode ahead, his carriage country," he said.
-A nice long distance," Stuart course. She was a nice girl.
easy. The farther they got from
all there ever was to it."
That's
the inn the more at peace he commented, "After those months
"Where were you when she
seemed. Stuart Young bobbed up in jail a view like that helps get
the bars out of my mind. When was killed?"
and down, frowning,
"At the tave.n having a few
"Something wrong with that Nora and I are married I'd like a
cross-country automobile trip for beers.horse?" Mr. Potter asked,
Mr. Potter snook his head. "I
Stuart grinned at him. "It's not a honeymoon. Southern route, so
There's a reason to:
the horse, it's this accursed sad- we'll escape the bad weather. think not.
you were
elle. No pommel, nothing to hold How noon do you think it will be Jonee -being around. If
in the clear you wouldn't have •
before they let us go?"
onto."
"Not until they find out who bodyguard. Where were you?"
"Used to western saddles, I
-At her cottage," Frank said
killed Candy," Mr. Potter said.
take it."
finall)
"When I've been forced to ilde. "By the way. I meant to tell you. in a sick voice. "She had
said she'd show me her
which is as seldom as possible. In I discovered that photograph of relented,
hung
I
day.
drawings some
a world of jet planes who wants her, the one Nora lost."
she „
Stuart expelled a long breath. around for an hour or so but
a horse?"
didn't show up so I went back to
Frank said suddenly, "God, It's "Where was it?"
Mr. Potter e x pl eine d. 'The the inn."
good to get out of that inn."
"Still not good enough. Her
"I still don't like leaving Nora." queer thing is that Captain Foote
the street said
Stuart said stubbornly. "She says the words 'Love from Can- neighbors across
dy' check with Candy's letters." no one came there."
needs someone with her."
"I was on horseback. I rode
"But there Is no clue as to
"I wonder If she does," Frank
the woods and came up
said. "If you ask me, both Nora who sent Nora that picture," through
of the place. No one could
and I have had about all the au- Stuart said. "That was a cruel hark
help me God.
pervLsion we can take. She has thing to do to her. I wish I could have seen me. So
that's the truth."
nearly been stifled with protec- Lake her away."
"How much did your father
"Look here, Young," Frank
lion."
"But Potter here-" Stuart be- said awkwardly, "you have no know?"
"He'd seen us together once at
gan. He hesitated. "Do you hon- reason to like the Demings, but
ring when we a-ere
estly believe Mrs. Riddle WINS I can tell you the old man never the riding
low hurdles. He
pulled a trick like that. His mind taking some
pushed down the stairs?"
who she wasdoesn't work that way. Anyhow, made me tell him
"I honestly do."
was killed I halt tn'
"Because someone thought she where would he get hold of the So when she
time."
picture? Actually, I don't re- account to him for my
was Nora?"
"So that's why he lied about
"I'm not sure about that," Mr. member 'the papers ever carried
me," Stuart said thickly.
a picture of Candy."
Potter admitted,
"No," Frank said, and Mr. Pot"Dark ,hair," Mr. Potter said,
"Don't mind me," Frank said
ter wondered at the boy's need
in
wrapped
and
imooth
"combed
fool.
bitterly. "I'm not an utter
never,
like a to protect his father. "He
If anyone killed Olive thinking a braid around her head
lies. He honestly believed he saw
a
nose,
-up
turned
cute
a
coronet,
prevent
to
was
It
Nora
was
she
you' that day."
her from signing her new will, dimple in her cheek."
"And what," Stuart said, "could
Frank said in a startled voice,
And that means Dad or one of
be more convenient for him than
the Hugers or me. Naturally, "But that's not-" and stopped.
You're * couple .4 liars
"How do you know?" Mr. Pot- that?
Young is out. He has everything
and I wouldn't believe either of
gently,
asked
ter
alife
to gain by keeping Nora
you on oath." He turned his
Frank was silent.
until her will is signed."
horse and rode bark In the direcCan'
know
you
did
well
"How
but
began,
Stuart
you,"
"Darn
tion from which they had come.
Frank went on without heeding dy, Frank?"
"Keep out of Young's way,"
Stuart looked from one man to
him. "It's' just not..true. Aside
Mr. Potter warned Frank.
from the fact that none of us is the other, puzzled. Then, seeing mad clear down to the ground.
hard up--and if you have my Mr. Potter's gravity, Frank's dis- and with good reason."
father in mind I can tell you right turbance, his face hardened. "Do
-- now he's pretty well heeled- you mean to say this rat-"
Mr. Potter Is getting close
warned
Potter
Mr.
it,"
"Hold
killers."
us
we're none of
to Uncovering a secret shout
"But someone," Mr. Potter said him. "How about it, Frank
Kendrick. iontInue
Your father can't protect you Candy
gently. "killed Candy."
Chapter 20 here tomorrow.

Caesar draws few
viewers. Caesar's cost-per-thousand is doomed from the start.
CBS-TV says flatly "It is having no discussion with Caesar."
ABC-TV will make a pitch to
Caesar, if he'll come in on a
smaller budget. This appears un-

spectively),

likely.

COMFORTS KILLER GRANDSON4.

Ii

WEEPING, Mrs. Marem Madsen tries to comfort her grandson
Lawrence, 14, in Chicago after he told police how he strangled
2t42-year-old Use Jorgensen and buried her body under a stair(international Soundphoto),
way in an apartment building.

VALUE

SENSATIONAL
NEW SMITH.CORONA PACEMAKER
features of the famous

more
pl many of the
"SS." Lacks only the

Smith-Corona
special office work.
elaborate features for
todayl
See it ...try it
• Floating
• Colorapeed
Shift
Keyboard
Superspeed
•
• Quickset
Action
Margins
"write'
• Beautiful

"FLYING ANTS"

Wednesday. May 22nd
6 P. M. to 9 P.M.

which hinges on .the spoofing of
such esoterica as Japanese movies and commuting life-appeals
only to a hard kernel of big city
fans.
In what network statisticians
call "D," "C" and "B" towns
(towns with less than 30,000,
50.000, and 100,000 citizens, re-

NEW YORK 614 -Sid Caesar,
a television Goliath, was felled
by a tiny statistic called "costPer-thousand."
The termination of Caesar's
tract with NBC-TV was announced last week. However, the
Quiz shows like "The $64,000
loss of his Saturday night spot,
in the making since last Febru- Questions" and "Twenty One"
ary, had nothing to do with the are economical buys because
worth of his show-critics arid their eosts-per-thousand is low.
people in the trade praised it So are panel shows like "What's
My Line" and "I've Got A Secalmost unanimously.
It had nothing to do with an ret." So are successful situation
absence of audience-he reached comedies like "December Bride"
between 20 and 25 millions view- and western like "Gunsmoke."
So are Ed Sullivan and Steve
ers • each week.
Caesar was beaten by one of Allen, both of whom have prothe uncomfortable realities of duction budgets $30,000 or $40,the TV business: A program must 000 below Caesar's and who dedeliver an audience to the spon-• liver larger audiences.
Return Looks Slim
sor proportionate to the amount
The chances of Caesar coming
nloney shelled out for the
back to TV with another big
show.
one-hour show, therefore, would
ABC-TV's Lawrence W e I k,
appear slim. Caesar likes
show
Caesar's chief competitor ,on with - -"big"
production values.
Saturday night, delivers a thous- But Caesar's bract of linmorand homes for each commercial
minute each week for $1.79, according to the latest Nielsen

[-FOR RENT

Rae Foley's new mystery novel
ii

esLpD
rrA
affM CEoW
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For Magistrate, Concord District: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren;
SINGER SEWING Macniue repL. C. Byerly.
For Magistrate, Liberty District: Almon Willoughby; H. C.
For State Representative: Owen "Hamp" Ellis.
For Magistrate, Wadesboro DisBillington; Charlie Lassiter.
For Circuit Judge: H. H. Lovett. trict: Max Parrish.
figures.
For Magistrate, Hazel District:
Caesar Far Over Average
Roy Pool.
Caesar's cost-per-thousand is
Male Help Wanted
For City Judge: William H. a whooping $5.23, while t h e
average TV show's cost -per"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
resentative in Muray.,For sales, thousand is about $3.50.
Cost-:per-thousand figures are
service and repair. Contact Mr.
ATTENTION
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone the real bread and -butter of the
M24C TV indostry. They have been
Students — Teachers ,2250-J.
too often obscured by "ratings",
Our 48 year old A-plus rated
which by themselves mean very.
firm is desirous of placing
severe men for the summer
months in high paying, salari3 ROOM downstairs apartment.
ed positions. To qualify, you
Private, furnished. Call 386-3
must own a car, be free to
M22P
daytime 1625 night.
stay away from home four
Scc
nights each week. We will
room
4
SALE.
or
RENT
FOR
give complete on - the - job
house with garden plot. One mile
training with full pay plus
Northeast of Penny. See Bill
expenses. Personal interviews
WATCH OUT FOR COSTLY
Dunn, Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
only.
M22P
TERMITE DAMAGE!
See MR. PIKE

MY a •••411 Pm.*

i.ciii

to the sponsor, ad agency
or network.
. Cost-per-thousand figures are
reached by dividing a program's
total cost (production and time
charges) by the number of
"thousand" homes a program
reaches. This figure is then divided by the number of commercial minutes a sponsor has during
the show.

Sid Caesar
Is Felled By
Tiny Statistic

go per word Nor one day, minimum of 17 words for Ws — Sc per jord for three dais. 'Classified ads are
payable in advance.

PAGE
little

Wanted
World's
Largest Termite Control
Organization

Call TERMINIX

YARDS TO MOW. Have power
mower. Experienced. Call Frank
Rickman, phone 1965, after 1:30
TFC
P.M. Work permanent.
CHILD's second hand youth bed.
Call 1661 after 5 o'clock. MSC
4 SALE: 4 TICKETS

1

All Work and

Ser,,ce

Performed By

OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORE',
P.O. Box 84

- QUALIFIED SERVICE MECHANIC —

Paducah, Ky,

Phone 3-2934 or 3-6896
Local Customers or

MILWAUKEE W -Police said
Floyd R. Gaeth won't be using
Contact direct or for Reference
his four tickets to the police
Performance of Work call
firemen's baseball game. Gaeth Of
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
was charged with stealing the
Murray, Ky.
Phone 262
tickets and $2.29 in burglaries
over the week end.

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPARTMENT
DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
Greene 0. Wilson, manager

Phone 55

NANCY

by Ernie Bushmiller

IT'S NO USE -- I NEVER
CAN KEEP FROM
WAKING. THAT MOUSE

by Ra•burn Van Buren

ABM an' SLATS
GOT WHAT,
5PACELV ?

A
.
WHAT(GROAN) CAN WE DO
THAT'S1NEW AND EXCITING AND
SELLS NUGGET 50AP? OUR,
COMPETITORS HAVE GIVEN
AWAY MILL/ONS IN
PRIZES -NOT TO
MENTION WHOLE
ISLANDS, CARS,
YACHTS,
MANSIONS

THERE'S ONE THING - AND
ONLY ONE THING-THAT HASN'T
BEEN OFFERED AS A PRIZE
YET:: WE OFFER IT,
AND IT'LL TURN THE
SOAP -USING PUBLIC
ON ITS EAR!! IT'S (GASP)
UTTERLY SENSATIONAL,'

WELL, SPACELYWHAT IS IT ?4.'
STOP KEEPING
US IN THIS
1
SUSPENSE .

\

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER

/AH'M GLAD AH GOT
THIS JO. NOT MANY
15kA-YAR-OLD KIDS
GITS TO WEAR A
Ml LL'/UN-DOLLAR
MONSTER SUIT!!

YOUR EYES LIGHT UP AT NIGHT,
AUTOMATICALLY!.'- "IOU START
THE UNOITI-IL`i GROANS GOIN'

E!)1 WIGGLIN YOUR LEFT TOE—

WIGGLIN'THE RIGHT TOE
STARTS THE uNOTHLY
SMELL. AN'NUTTIN'CAN
HOIT YOu,KID. YOU'RE

BULLETPROOF!!

/7/

Frank jabbed his horse in the now."
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"An egghead," he said, "is
- one who stand& firmly on both
feet in mid-air on both sides
of an issue."
Omar Bradley, a man with
time to evaluate his experiences
as a fighting general, defined
one of the imponderabels of
war:
"Bravery is the capacity to
perform properly even when
By - DOC QU1GG
scared half to death."
United Press Staff Correspondent
Winston Churchill, a phrasestanding, let the
NEW YORK )01
One of the maker of long
delights of being •,ti member of world know what an appeaser
the human race is taking note iS: "One who feeds a crocodile
of the occasional utterances that —hoping it will eat him last."
gleam in the news like diiamonds
Churchill On Women
in a dust bin.
It was in 1954 also that
Charles E. Wilson, for instance,
is a sparkler who has brightened Churchill was asked by an ardent
the recent years of our lives. feminist about the role of womYou/ may remember some of en in the future. He replied:
his recent quotes but still have "It will be the same, I trust,
forgotten that back in 1954 he as it has been since the day
of Adam and Eve."
said:
And in an address to the
"Back in Detroit we had a
lord mayor's banquet in London,
saying that an expert is a mech
hurchill gave his philo ophical
anic away from home."
tlook: "I am an optimist. It
In the same year, Ava Gardndoes not seem too much use
er gave out with a recollection
being anything else."
.of how she crashed Hollywood.
Bishop Fulton Sheen uttered
It went like this:
his celebrated definition: "Baloney
-After my screen test, the
is the unvarnished lie laid on
director clapped his hands gleeso thick you .hate 'FE Blarney
fully and yelled: 'She can't talk!
is flattery laid on so thin you
She can't act! She's sensationlove it."
al!' "
The compiler of this great
And Arnold Toynbee issued
sub - treasury of the uttered
a rather affable historian's curthought does not confine himself
rent characterization of the colto personalities. If you search.
•
ussus of the new world: "America
In firing position.
Leaving launching pad.
Instant after firing.
you can come across such fascis t large, friendly dog in a
inating lore 'as this from KLM,
THE U. S. AIR FORCE has awarded a contract for production models of this, the first long range antivery small room. Every time
Royal Dutch Airlines: aircraft missile. It's the Boeing IM99 Bon:tare, in action at Patrick Air Force Base, Fla. The Bomarc
it wags its tail it knocks_ over
"All elephants traveling by
Is touted to travel at 1,600 miles an hour and is capable of shooting down enemy bombers as far
a chair."
air are accompanied by a live
away as 300 miles. It is rocket-launched, then two ramjet engines take over. The Bomarc can utilize
All From Books
hen which makes its home on
either conventional or atomic explosives.
(international Soundphotoa)
Those three nuggets are from
the elephant's head during the
a just published gold mine:
trip. Elephants do not like to
"Best Quoes of '54, '55, '56."
travel alone and the feathered
Pinky Lee comes back to NBC
a
compilation
by
James
Beasley companion has a calming efhe Channel Swim
June 1 with another kiddie TV
Simpson of the most memoraple
fect...."
show.
sayings of those three years
March Hospitalized Agalr
14WILL:IAM EWALD
by people large and small, famHal March. suffering from a
ous and obscure. United Press Staff Correspondent
One hundred and twenty-three
sore left arm and shoulder, went history students at the UniverThe 1954 section alone is a years ago (18341, the frigate
NEW YORK Tr — rhe channel back into traction at a Mansity of Wisconsin take to the joy to behold. A random tour 'Potomac became the first Navy
swim ..
hattan hospital after this Tues- farm, marsh and outdoor fire- produces comments to fit the ship to complete a round-theworld cruise which took nearly
Sylvester "Pat- Weaver, former day's "The $64,000 Question." place to duplicate tools used by problems of the time.
Sen. Homer Ferguson, for in- three. years. Potomas was also
president of NBC, may produce The latest Nielsen ratings from the "old masters."
stance, took a good look at the the first naval ship to entertain
six special shows for CBS-TV Great Britain shows only one
Students are sent to barnyards
next fall. Delco, a division of American show in the top 1 — 'to collect quill pens, to the phenomenon known as the egg- royalty when the King and Queen
head and arrived at his own of the Sandwich Islands visited
General Motors, wants Weaver "Dragnet" is No. 2.
marsh for reeds and to chimneys
• "Playhouse 90" is planning
definition.
the ship in Honolulu in 1932.
to turn out a series of public
for toot, an ingredient of blsre
affairs programs _for CBS-TV to do Clifford Odets' "Clash By ink.
that would be emceed by Lowell Night" next fall. Sid Camas-,
It's considered the best way
who asked his viewers to send
Thomas.
for students to appreciate the
Atheir
favorite
comedy
bits
In
CBS-TV has signed two of
masterpieces according to the
Jackie Gleason's writers, Mervin so he might - repeat them on his chairman of the department,
Marx and Walter Stone, to five- final show. May 25, has pulled James S. Watrous.
year contracts. Marx and -Stone. in 11,000 replies thus far.
Watrous recently completed a
-Hans Brinker- is shaping up
With Gleason for six years, will
book, "The Craft of Old-Master
turn out comedy strips including as a pre-Christmas spec at NBC- 'Drawings," which explains ways
a possible series format for Art TV with Dick Button and Tab of making inks, crayons and
Hunter. Right after Jackie GleaCarney.
chalk, along_ with reed and quill
ABC-TV. hepped up by the son's last show, June 22, choresuccess . of its two Alan -Freed ographer June Taylor will fly
rock 'n' roll shows. is working to Buenos Aires, Argentina, to
on a musical series for the produce a revue set for a 16The dial telephone system in
teen-age set for next season week run.
Ford Motor Company's Dearborn,
Spillane Comedy Writer
Mich.. plants and offices is the
Mickey Spillane, the author,
second largest industrial instalis planning to write a comedy
lation in the world. It serves
detective seri es with Henn)
8,000 telephones and handles
Youngman as star. Producer Sam more
than 22 million calls a year.
Gallo and writer Alan Sloane
of ABC-TV's "Navy Log" will
turn out a special documentary.
-Seapower in the Atomic Age,'
A Ira oil him rescue worker try to see the boy. trapped
for the Navy.
22 feet dews. The bole gets to only 10 Inches in diameter.
Frank ,Sinatra's Friday night
series for ABC-TV next fal:
will break down like this: Twc
special variety shows, 13 musical
shows and 13 dramas, all starring
Sinatra. In addition, there'll be
10 other dramas with Sinatra
as host.
Martha Rountree is trying to
land "Harry Truman for her
for
June 30 "Press Conference" show.
Ed Wynn has taken to teaching
—he's instructing Betsy Palmer
and Lee Meriwether in the art
/./f buck-and-wing for Alcoa's
"The Protege" on NBC-TV this
The news tern below appeared
Sunday.
in the LEDGER AND TIMES
And did you hear about MadiFebruary 9, 1957. •
son Avenue's latest libation. It's
a mixture of vodka. tomato juice
and Geritol. It's called—a tired
bloody Mary.

Best Quotes
Of Year Are •
Released

IT CAN 'KILL' AN ENEMY PLANE 300 MILES M.

_
'
I

I
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Art Students In
Search For "Old
Masters" Tools

22 FEET DOWN IN 10-INCH HOLE

Next Secretary?

ED BURKEEN

JAILER

All Agree On
Comfort Of
County Jail

LONG

RECORD

Rescuers toll under lights, hampered by night and the crowd. I I

.

ROBERT B. ANDERSON (above)
of Texas, former Navy secretary, is reported to be top
choice tor Treasury secretary
- in event George Humphrey
(International)
bows out.

HERE ARE SCENES of the nighttime, daytime effort to rescue 7-yearold Benjamin Hooper, Jr., from the 10-Inch well into which he
Slipped at Manorville, N. Y., a town of eastern Long island. Hope
for him was slim when photos were made, but a parallel pit
was being dug just the same.
(International Soundphotos),

i..11111.11

Ok coeirmars
SENATE ANO UNION Irtr
MET IN LONDON TO
TIMPII•TURE
PLAN NEW, GIANT
UTILES HOTTER
OIL PIPELINE TO
AROIJNO RAVI RECK
BYPASS SUEZ CANAL

NEW RIFT IMPORTED
MITIVIME YUGOSLAVIA,
SOVIET OVER ',NANCE

IN NEWLY REVEALED
T1 -SPEICH,
MAO TSE-TUNG,

HI

JOE B. McCUISTON

Caugl

JAILER

Calloway County

Your Vote and Influence Appreciated

TONITE ONLY!

ONLY ONE DIFFERENCE

"Flight To Tangier"

HOLLYWOOD
— Singer
Dennis Day finally caught up
with his boss, Jack Benny —
Day is 39 today.
"There's only one difference
between us now," Day said. "I
still have my own hair."

Report
Livestock
— —
If ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCKYARDS 1111 — Livestock:
Hogs 13,000. Active. Barrows
and gilts 180 lbs up 25 cents
higher, lighter we'ghts 25 to 50
cents higher. Sows 2.5 cents
higher. Bulk U. S. 1 to 3 180
to 240 lbs mixed weight and
grade 18.25 to 18.35; 1 to 2 19;
No. 1 to 2 190 to 230 lbs 19
to 1925, highest since April
22nd.
Cattle 6.200. Calves 700."Moderately active, fully steady on
a moderate number good and
choice steers at 21.50 to 23:
standard and good mixed 19
to 21.00; good and choice heifers
•ind mixed yearlings
to Ft
sows active. sTel-{v. Bolle f,ere
and commercial 14.50 ti.
16.50: vealers and calves moderately active. Few high choice
and prime vealers 25 to 26.00:
choice 22 to 24 00: good 20 V22.00.
Sheep 500. Early sales spring
lambs weak. instances 50 cents
lower. Little change on other
classes. Double deck utility to
choice mostly good shorn lambs
No. 1 pelts 17.50; few lots g,od
and choice native spring lambl,
22 to 23.00; few utility and good
spring lambs 18 to 21.

TECHNICOLOR
with
JACK PALANCE
In

C.)

IN PERSON
WEDNESDAY - MAY 22nd, 9:15 p.m.
CAPT. F. F. FRAKES
and his DEATH-DEFYING

HOLLYWOOD
THRILL SHOW

•

LAST TIMES TONITE
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT'
10M11

DAN

MAUREEN

WAYNE • DAILEY • O'HARA
The WINGS of EAGLES
*Apo BOND

The Four Most Daring and Dangerous.
High Explosive Acts In The World Today!

gouR

— —

Due to the extreme danger to the performers
in this show, an ambulance from Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be standing by.

SMILER.JAPANESE STUDENTS
—1
SWARM AROUND ERITISH
EMBASSY IN TOKYO TO
PROTEST 14•11011111 TESTS

UNITED
STATES

SMALLER.••
1•01111.••

— SPECIAL PRICES FOR THIS SHOW —
•
74e
Adults
FREE
Children Under 12
accompanied by parents
NO PASSES CAN BE ACCEPTED

Ada f;iir

ATOMIC TESTS
Al! UNDERWAY
NEVADA
•
••

rifIAS, OKLAHOMA
COUNT MORT THAN
•
15 TORNADO
AND 11000 DEAD

By I
Southwest
cloudy and
thundershov
and Thur.
80s, low, to

T/0110 ATOMIC
SUB LAUNCHED,
GROTON, CONN
SOUTH
S
AMERICA

WITHDRAW
BAN ON IMITISII SHIPS
USING SUIT CANAL

0 Gang
Listei
/illy

reeting

THE ATOMIC DEATH CHAIR
HELEN HOWE ATTEMPT THE
DARING DEATH DIVE
Finale: U.S. ON GUARD Fantastic Demonstration of the
War of the Future

BY
NUR

MURPHY
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Your vote for Ed Burkeeni
May 28 will be de4ply appreciated. I will show my appreciation
by ccntinuing the servicesAngt
I have given you in the past.
Your vote will not be forgotten
after the election.

United

WED. and THURS.
A

LAWRENCE, Mass — ItT —
Mrs Cassie A. Smith recently
atended the annual meeting of
St. Paul's Methodist Church for
cleanest the 82nd successive year.

"Itis thr best and
jail
1
;I‘bhba
.‘. tate
evPerrobsaeetionn"Officer.
'
f
The state official thus summed up his astAishment over
the condition of the new Calloway Count Jail, yesterday. Babb
,
who has visited many jails while
serving the Commonwealth seem-.
ed deeply moved with the contentment of the prisoners in
\ their comfortable modern cells
and the courtesies shown by
Jailer Ed Burkeen. .
' Ind*, accompanied by his wife,
was holding a free discussfon
with three inmates of the jail,
when interviewed by the Ledger
and Times. The prisoners were
In a talkative and relaxed mood.
"This is the best jail I've ever
been locked up in," said one
of the _prisoners.

first formed into patties oneMODERN DAY RUSTLERS
half inch thick. -Each patty is
placed on a slice of bologna. A
SOUTH BEND, hid. 11'1 — Two
sprinkle of shredded cheese may young men were being held in
•
be added for extra flavor. Cover St. Joseph County Jail today
each patty with another slice on charges of cattle rustling
of bologna and fasten the ixesgna
The men, Robert Redman, 22,
slices together: with toothpicks and Gene Sanderson, 28, conaround the edges. Brush with fessed rustling three calves from
melted butter and bake in a the herd of the county home,
shalletve pan in a moderate oven loading them in the back of
(350 degrees F.) for about 15 their automobile and driving away;
From mid-morning snacks right minutes.
on through to midnight refrigerBologna can take a place of
NO LAUNCHING SITE
ator raids, bologna rates high.
honor at parties, too, used in
The full rich flavor of bologna
combination with other tableCHICAGO 4? — Steev Robin,
appeals to folks of all ages,
ready meats in festive cold meat iS, of' suburban Glencoe, built
and of course, the reliability
trays. It's best to select a variety a 13-foot rocket in his garage,
of the brand purchased will
of flavors, colors and shapes, is looking for a place to launch
determine its quality.
and then plan an orderly design it.
Bologna can be purchased by
that will permit easy service.
The rocket, which Robin said
the piece or sliced in the quanGarnishes of parsley, radish roses he thinks "will go up 5 to 30
tity you wish. If bologna is
and carrot curls add sparks of miles," is powered with gunnot pre-packaged, be sure the
solor and .flavor interest.
powder.
slices are flat before storage.
and wrapped in transparent wrap
or foil. To enjoy. bologna at its
VOTE FOR
best, use within two or three
days of purchase.
The uses of bologna are as
limitless as the meal plannner's
imagiation. If a brunch is on
the docket, bologna cups are
CANDIDATE FOR
an attractive and appetite-satisflying choice. The fact that they
are quick and easy to prepare
gives them added appeal. The
Of
bologna is simply pan - fried,
causing the edges to cup up.
The bologna cups are then filled
with scrambled eggs or a creamSubject to May Democratic Primary
ed vegetable, and given a sprightly touch of parsley before
service.
Bologna cush,ons are a popular
main dish for light suppers for
he family. Mashed potatoes, either
freshly made or left .over, are

Bologna Rates
Hgh
i On L. N_
Menu Today.
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